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Introduction

Moving a car  in SL is  relatively  easy using the functionality vehicle  built  into LSL.  This  
provides vehicle parameters as required (aircraft, motorbikes, underwater ...)  you can drive 
from the keyboard. But it is a different story if you want to create an autonomous vehicle  
motion programmed or semi-automatic.

The problem
It is relatively easy to move an object in a straight line in SL. To obtain a smooth motion  
function is  used  llMove2Target.  The object  must  be  physical  which limits  its  number  of 
primitives to 32. To adjust the rotation function is used llRotLookAt. Thus we can move an 
object from point to point in a straight line.

For a displacement along a curve it is possible to divide it into smaller segments. If they are  
short enough you can include displacement to one who follows the curve. While in principle  
this approach is satisfactory it  quickly reveals its technical difficulties.  How to define the 
benchmarks? How the vehicle can be identified? How can these maneuvers?

The classical solutions
Different approaches more or less astute have been proposed.  The heaviest is  to create a 
lighting system identified by the vehicle. Then there should be the establishment of these  
balises and communication between the vehicle and balises (sensor, message ...). The lighter 
is to program the vehicle, for example by positioning the various checkpoints and making it 
memorize them. We easily see the laborious nature of this approach. None of the approaches  
proposed does elegant solution to the problems raised.

The solution proposed
The proposed solution is a little crossroads of two major themes mentioned above, combining 
passive lighting system performance and management of autonomous vehicle.

As a general principle we first set up the balises with a simple system of generation and 
visualization  of  the  trajectory  through bornes  placed  along the  trail.  You can  adjust  the 
precise shape of the curves based on a cubic Hermite spline (see next chapter).  After this  
introduction the balises become totally passive (the values are stored in the description of the 
primitive) for not requiring any server resources. The balises are chained together by their 
key.
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An object, the detector, located near a balise, reads the values of it then following through 
chaining made between the balises. When it has memorized all the values of the path it lists 
them in the chat. These data are then stored in a notecard and serve as reference for the 
mobile.  The  balises  are  used  more  then  anything.  They  are  necessary  only  during  the 
initialization phase.
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Getting Started

Pack Contents

The pack contains 3 items:
 balise
 detector
 HUD Mobile

It also contains 4 scripts:
 mobile
 sequencer
 syntaxor
 station

Create a directory in your inventory to store it all!

Establishment of the trajectory
Put an object “balise” at the location where you want to create the path :
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Click on the balise to get the menu:

Choose « REZ 10m », you get the adjustment elements of the first segment of your path:

Change the position and rotation of the two balises to see the changes wrought:
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The intermediate bornes adapt to these changes and the trajectory obtained materialize. Click 
on a balise, you get this menu:

Choose « SCALE », you get that second menu:

Change the length of the balise with these buttons to see the effects obtained:
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You can adjust the curvature of the trajectory. Click on the second balise and select « END » :

The  intermediate  bornes  disappear  and  balises  change  color  to  indicate  their  functional 
modification. Click on the blue balise :

Create a new segment by selecting « REZ 10m »
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You get almost the same thing at first, but with an initial yellow balise. This color indicates 
that the balise can only change its length. Indeed it is referred to by previous segment to the 
position and rotation! Curve your segment to get something like this:

Click on the green balise and select « END ». You now have 3 balises :
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The second balise is now gray, which means it can not modify. Click on the blue balise :

Select « TOFIRST »
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The bornes are created between the balises. Adjust the length if necessary to soften the curve:

Then click on the last balise (the first of the last segment) and select « END » :
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All balises become gray. The trajectory is completed. Click on any balise and choose « FIX ». 
Balises  disappear.  Do not  worry it  is  still  there  but  invisible  !  For  the  remainder  of  this 
tutorial select and make reappear through their transparency to 0.

Detection of the trajectory
In this second phase we will use the object "detector" that looks like a big balise. Put it near 
one of your three balises :

If your detector is less than 5 meters from the balise it detects it and gives you information in 
the chat:

[8:33]  detector: Detector version V 1.0, memory free : 34226 bytes
[8:33]  detector: Scanning for balises. Range = 5 meters.
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[8:33]  detector: I've found a balise type I, I check if it is a closed path
[8:33]  detector: The path is closed. I get now path informations, please wait.
[8:33]  detector: Position balise 1 : <3.318230, 237.432100, 981.301000>
[8:33]  detector: Position balise 2 : <2.765048, 227.407300, 981.837100>
[8:33]  detector: Position balise 3 : <13.026790, 231.988100, 984.478800>
[8:33]  detector: Length 1 : 11.065110
[8:33]  detector: Length 2 : 15.491770
[8:33]  detector: Length 3 : 15.412530
[8:33]  detector: Total length : 41.969400
[8:33]  detector: Path informations are now saved.

We realize that it has detected the 3 balises and their registered address. He also calculated 
the lengths of the segments. You get a menu that offers you to lock the detector on the balise :

Choose the « LOCK ». The detector is aligned with the balise and provides new information 
in the chat:

[8:37]  :::::::::::::::  begin notecard  ::::::::::::::::::::: 
0
P1
<0.00000, 0.00000, 0.00000>
<9.55479, 1.54370, -2.72302>
<4.16043, 10.62844, 1.92829>
P2
<0.00000, 0.00000, 0.00000, 1.00000>
<0.08926, 0.08230, 0.42049, 0.89914>
<0.13004, -0.36661, 0.91995, -0.04884>
P3
1.461538
1.923077
1.615385
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P4
1.000000
1.615385
1.307692
P5
11.065110
15.491770
15.412530
[8:37]  :::::::::::::::  end notecard  :::::::::::::::::::::::  
[8:37]  detector: Copy all the text above in a notecard called "Values" and save it
[8:37]  detector: Work done... I can die...

After a few seconds it disappears. Then create a notecard that you call « Values »; with data 
values:

These values correspond to the positions, rotations, length markers and the length of the 
segments of trajectory.

Mobile Tuning
Create or use a existing mobile. The only criterion is the number of prims used should not 
exceed 32, including any passengers.  The direction of  travel  is  on the local  X axis of  the 
mobile. Drag the script « mobile » in the inventory:
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The mobile schematized by the green oval is located in a state of research balise (5 meters), 
which is shown in the floating text:

Once a balise is found, this menu appears:
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Select « LOCK » to lock the mobile. The floating text changes:

Drag in the inventory of moving the notecard « Values » that you created previously:

You get this menu:

Choose « YES », news are transmitted in the Chat:

[9:43]  Mobile: Reading Notecard...
[9:43]  Mobile: 0
[9:43]  Mobile: P1
[9:43]  Mobile: <0.00000, 0.00000, 0.00000>
[9:43]  Mobile: <9.55479, 1.54370, -2.72302>
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[9:43]  Mobile: <4.16043, 10.62844, 1.92829>
[9:43]  Mobile: P2
[9:43]  Mobile: <0.00000, 0.00000, 0.00000, 1.00000>
[9:43]  Mobile: <0.08926, 0.08230, 0.42049, 0.89914>
[9:43]  Mobile: <0.13004, -0.36661, 0.91995, -0.04884>
[9:43]  Mobile: P3
[9:43]  Mobile: 1.461538
[9:43]  Mobile: 1.923077
[9:43]  Mobile: 1.615385
[9:43]  Mobile: P4
[9:43]  Mobile: 1.000000
[9:43]  Mobile: 1.615385
[9:43]  Mobile: 1.307692
[9:43]  Mobile: P5
[9:43]  Mobile: 11.065110
[9:43]  Mobile: 15.491770
[9:43]  Mobile: 15.412530
[9:43]  Mobile: 
[9:43]  Mobile: Path informations are now saved.
[9:43]  Mobile: Mobile ready !
[9:43]  Mobile: Memory free : 21318 bytes

The notecard was read successfully and the mobile is ready ! Click on the mobile, you get the 
following menu:

Choose « SHOWLEN ». This option displays the position of the moving path in the floating 
text. The display will be at the start of the mobile. To advance the mobile wearing the HUD:
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Start by clicking on the button « S » to synchronize the mobile with the HUD. Then click the 
higher triangle button allows to advance the mobile forward. The mobile starts and displays 
floating text position on the trajectory in meters from the origin:

The button « Stop » is used to stop moving. The triangular button below to go astern. The 
change of meaning can take place after a stop. The shift may be underway.

Now add the scripts « sequencer » and « syntaxor » in the inventory of mobile
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Create a notecard that you call « Config » with the following:

STAY | 0 | 2 | F | W | to start clic on me and choose GO
WHISPER | 11.2 | 1 | hello !
CHANGE | 30 | 4

If your path has a length less than 30 meters decrease accordingly the first parameter of the 
CHANGE. Drag the notecard in the inventory of mobile

You get information in the Chat:

[10:16]  Mobile: Reading Notecard...
[10:16]  Mobile: STAY | 0 | 2 | F | W | to start clic on me and choose GO
[10:16]  Mobile: WHISPER | 11.2 | 1 | hello !
[10:16]  Mobile: CHANGE | 30 | 4
[10:16]  Mobile: Config Notecard read. Waiting for mobile message AUTO...
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The  script  « sequencer »  has  read  the  notecard  that  has  been  validated  by  the  script 
« syntaxor ».  Then click  on the mobile  and switch to automatic  mode by clicking on the 
button « AUTO ». You get new information in the Chat:

[10:20]  Mobile: Final check..
[10:20]  Mobile: Initializing position...
[10:20]  Mobile: Final check ok !
[10:20]  Mobile: Sequencer in action
[10:21]  Mobile whispers : to start clic on me and choose GO

A final validity check was performed by the script "syntaxor”. Then the mobile is positioned 
according to its current position. He finally stopped at the point of the trajectory 0 (control  
STAY). Now the automatic mode is operational. The script follows the mobile "sequencer" 
which itself is set by the notecard « Config ». HUD is now inactive. If you click on the mobile 
when it is stopped you get the following menu:

You can return to manual mode by selecting « Manual », manage access rights to the menu 
by selecting « Access », or start the mobile by selecting « Go ».

We arrived at  the end of  this  tutorial.  Following this  guide will  give you more  detailed  
information about features that we have to fly.
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The Trajectory

The system allows to define a trajectory of any straight line curves through a sophisticated 
mathematical approach performance.

The Hermite cubic spline
From a purely  mathematical  spline  is  a  function  defined  piecewise  by  polynomials.  The 
Hermite cubic spline (in memory of the famous French mathematician Charles Hermite) is a 
spline of degree 3. Visually it is a curve controlled by two points and two tangents at these 
points. The intermediate points are interpolated between two control points:

The curve is completely controlled by using the positioning control points (P1 and P2) and 
the direction and value of tangent vectors (T1 and T2).  The used CAD applications must 
recognize the features of Bezier curves.

Vocabulary

Trajectory (Path)
Entire route can be opened or closed.

Track Set
A trajectory is determined after all the balises that have become passive component (above 
script).  is  the  final  state  of  the  path without  the  possibility  of  turning back.  Each  balise 
contains its description in the key balises and values framing tangent segments supervisors.

Segment
Portion of trajectory between two balises.

Balise
Prim passive marking out the path delimiting segments.  Balises  memorize keys  flanking 
markers and the value of tangents of adjacent segments.

Borne
Primitive generated by the balises to materialize a segment and allow its adjustment.
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Mobile
Object "physical" with the ability to remember information from one path to traverse, and to 
obey simple commands.

Detector
Prim able to read the balises informations and list them in the Chat.

Color code balises
The  balises are distinguished by their function. Color coding allows any time to know the 
treatment options of a balise.

Balise Green
A green balise can undergo translation, rotation or scaling of the value x:

Translation
Rotation
Scale X

Balise yellow
A yellow balise may undergo only a resizing of its value x:

Scale X

Balise red, gray or blue
Other balises can not be changed:
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No change

Principle of setting a segment
A segment is the element of path between two balises, the balises are those that determine the 
length and shape of the segment. It is possible to perform translations and rotations of these 
balises, as well as changes in their length X. The bornes are generated during the adjustment 
by any balise to materialize visually segment. The value of the tangent vector is materialized 
by the length x of each balise. Two visual segment being adjusted:

There  is  a  certain  freedom of  positioning  balises  but  some extreme situations  can  cause 
aberrations in the rotation of the bornes as in the following example:

In this case the angle is too narrow and causes an 
abnormality in the calculation of the rotation of the 
second borne. The solution in this case is to either 
extend  the  tangent  playing on the  x  value of  the 
dimension  of  the  first  balise  set  or  change  its 
rotation.  It  should  therefore  respect  these 
limitations by monitoring the behavior of bounds.
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Types and trajectory tracking
A trajectory is oriented and has an origin and an end. It will mark a path with distance from 
the origin. For example, we may have a point to 82.24 meters from the origin. This notion is 
important  for  behavior  management  of  the  mobile  trajectory.  Although  the  continuous 
trajectory is divided into small segments where it is processed by the mobile. The granularity  
was set at about 40 centimeters after a number of tests. This is the value that appeared most 
relevant to combine the precision of movement of the mobile and server load.

Open path
Such a trajectory has a start balise (F) and a final balise (type E). It may include intermediate 
balises (type I). On this type of trajectory the mobile can not do that back and forth.

In this type of trajectory tracking of a point is easy because the origin and end are distinct.

Closed trajectory
This type of trajectory contains only balises intermediate (type I), with a minimum of 2. The 
mobile  can  go  through  this  type  of  trajectory,  one  way  or  another,  so  since  there  is  a  
continuous loop.

In this type of trajectory tracking of a point is more delicate Because the origin and end are 
confused. Determining the origin of distances is at the balise that is initializing. This balise 
can be anyone on the path.
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Establishment of the trajectory

The establishment of the trajectory is simple but precise. It should follow the steps.

First balise F (First)

The first balise is the balise F (First). It is a special balise just 
because it initiates a series of balises that will be the trajectory. 
It is green because it can change its position, rotation and the x 
value of the scale (see color mentioned above). The balise is not 
editable, you change the length X by menu.

A click on the balise F shows this menu:

First segment

The first segment is generated by the first balise (F) by clicking 
on one of the buttons Rez (10, 20 or 30 meters). The bornes are 
generated and positioned uniformly across the selected distance. 
The second balise is then created and positioned at the end of the 
segment.
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In case of failure during this phase, either at bornes or the second balise, you can delete all of 
which was generated by clicking on the button “RESET” menu of the Balise F.  Just then 
repeat the process of generation.

We  then  proceeded  to  adjust  the 
segment  by  playing  the  position, 
rotation and scale of the x value scale.

If  the segment  is  resize  by moving the balises  it  is 
possible to generate a new set of bornes by clicking 
on  the  second  balise  and  choosing  the  option 
“REFRESH”  in  the  menu.  The  existing  bornes  are 
then removed and a new set of bornes is created and 
positioned.

The  limit  of  distance  between  two  balises  is  100 
meters  (the  limit  is  due  to  the  fact  that  the 
communication between balises  is  by means  of  the 
function llShout). It is not advisable to reach this limit 
for practical considerations of setting.

When the setting is finished you should click on the second balise and 
select  “END” in  the  menu.  The  bornes  are  then  removed.  The  first 
balise becomes red and the second blue.
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Intermediate segments

The balise end of a segment is the original balise of the next segment. The balise end of a 
segment is colored blue. To generate the new segment click on the blue balise and choose a 
button to rez. The bornes and the next balise are generated and positioned the same way as 
the first segment previously.

The  only  difference  is  that  the  balise's  initial 
segment changes from blue to yellow. This means 
it can not change rotation or translation to only a 
change  of  dimension  x.  In  fact,  this  balise  is  a 
reference point in the previous section it  should 
not  change  the  parameters  of  position  and 
rotation. The second balise is totally free (green).

When the setting is finished you should click on the second balise and 
select “END” in the menu. The bornes are then removed. The first 
balise will turn gray and the second blue.

A balise located between two segments is of type I (Intermediate). It 
must not change.

Locking one balise
It is possible instead of directly address the position and rotation of a free  balise (green) to 
lock it on an object using the command “LOCK” menu . The procedure is simple : once the 
order has been activated the balise scan any object less than 2 meters and offers to lock on the  
first detected. Then any translation or rotation at the object is transmitted to the balise. This 
possibility has been created by thinking about the presence of a road or rail to be positioned 
precisely relative to the mobile.

End and setting a path
When a path contains all the segments necessary it should be set (see definition in point). The 
balises then become passive and invisible.
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End of an open path
An open path begins with a balise of type F (red), can have balise of type I (gray), and ends 
with a balise O (blue). The setting is done by selecting “FIX” in the menu of a balise. The last 
balise becomes type E (End) and marks the boundary of the trajectory.

End of a closed trajectory
A closed path must be closed. Therefore we must attach the balise end of the last segment of 
the balise F. This is done simply by clicking on the balise end and choosing the option “TO 
FIRST” in the menu. The bornes are then generated between the balise and the balise original 
F. These two balises become yellow because you can adjust the length tangent X. When the 
setting is finished use the "END" in the menu of one of the balise.

Changing a path set
Edit  balise  attached,  either  in  translation  or  rotation  will  obviously  affect  the  trajectory 
obtained, but have no visual check on the amendment obtained.
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The mobile

The mobile is an object that can store a trajectory and move on it.

Read and memorize the path through the detector
I had originally planned on reading the path by the mobile, but the script soon became too 
large and I had to create a new intermediate object : the "detector".

We have seen  that  the  balises  are  passive  elements  (they have no script)  on grounds of 
solicitation minimum server. Therefore the detector must use a sensor to detect a balise, it 
recognizes  it  by  its  name.  Then  it  reads  its  description  that  includes  the  keys  flanking 
markers, Which can pass balise in balise values to read and browse and the entire trajectory.

For each balise stores the detector's position, rotation and tangent values for both segments 
supervisors,  that  is  to  say  all  the  elements  that  will  enable  it  to  calculate  the  trajectory 
segments.  Once it  has completed memorization of lock on the balise it  has detected.  The 
coordinates are then balises in sending in the Chat and it is proposed to record these values  
in a notecard named “Values”.

Subsequently the balises are no longer needed and can be removed, except that which serves 
as initial reference, without consequence on the operation unless you want to make some 
minor changes and re-create a notecard. This notecard is intended to be read by the script of 
the mobile. The only difficulty lies in positioning the mobile during this initialization. He 
must find the exact position and rotation of the original balise is for this reason that we must  
preserve it. The script of the mobile will detect and offer to lock it. You only have to drag the  
notecard into the inventory of mobile and the trajectory will be saved by it.

There is another reason to remember the path in a notecard : balises are passive and only 
identified by their key it is obvious that you can not take the balises in your inventory then 
rez them because the keys have changed and your balises will become unusable. So if you 
create a road or else you intend to market in the future or remember the rest elsewhere in the 
path notecard and keep the original balise ! The values of position and rotation are stored 
with data on the location of mobile. When a reload value from the notecard absolute data are 
recreated from the position and rotation of the moving current. Moral : if you move trajectory 
reset the mobile !
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Moving on track
The script of the mobile
The moving is done by small "jumps" by about 40 centimeters. A Calculation to determine 
the position and rotation for each step. The mobile has 5 values of speed: 0.5 m / s, 1m / s, 2 
m / s, 4 m / s, 8 m / s. It can move forward or backwards. He can stop at any point of the 
trajectory with an accuracy dependent granularity adopted for the movement which was set 
at about 40 centimeters. Starting and stopping are progressive to keep a realistic character.

The script provides 3 mobile core functions:
1. read a notecard "Values" containing elements of trajectory
2. ensure travel on the path stored,
3. obey the commands of management scripts displacement (HUD sequencer ...).
4. display (by selecting the appropriate option in the menu) position on the trajectory in 

meters from the origin.

The  commands  recognized  by  the  mobile  are  rudimentary:  forwards,  backwards,  stop, 
change gears.

Management manual shift (manual)
A HUD collects all the available commands for the mobile

 forward,
 reverse,
 speed: 0.5 m / s, 1m / s, 2 m / s, 4 m / s, 8 m / s
 stop
 synchronization between HUD and the mobile.

Operation is simple : just click to activate an option.
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The buttons correspond to the active options are lit, the other off. In the case of the moving 
illustration is stopped (STOP button lit) and the reference speed is set at 4 m / s.

Automated management of travel (auto)
The  automatic  management  involved  the  development  of  a  new  script,  the  "sequencer" 
prepared  in  the  mobile  and  responsible  for  ordering  the  latter,  by  generating  the  basic 
commands  of  the  mobile  from  a  script  composed  of  more  advanced  commands.  An 
additional script, the "syntaxor" is responsible for checking the validity of commands used 
and some initialization functions.

To switch the automatic mode mobile must have this already working on a track. Then you 
drag the script "sequencer" and "syntaxor" in the mobile and the notecard that defines the 
controls.  The  script  “sequencer”  reads  the  note  and  submits  its  syntax  to  the  script 
“syntaxor”. If all goes well a message is there to reassure you, or you receive information on 
the syntax error detected. Then you click on the mobile and you select "Auto" in the menu 
that appears.  Both scripts  take part  in communication, if  all  goes well  you will  receive a 
confirmation message. If communication fails you can find the menu of the mobile after a 
period  of  one  minute.  The  mobile  informs  the  script  "sequencer"  on  the  length  of  the 
trajectory and its current position. The script "sequencer" then transmits this information to 
the script "syntaxor" makes a final checkout and determines the nearest command at the list  
and transmits the corresponding index in "sequencer" for a box without resort if it remains in  
place. Depending on the location of mobile synchronization may be necessary. You can then 
click on the mobile,  you now get a menu generated by the script  "sequencer"  to  explicit  
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commands. It is always possible to return in "Manual" by clicking the corresponding option 
in the menu.

 The change of mode (manual / auto) can not be done
when the mobile is stationary.

Simple auto mode
The syntax of the commands in auto sequencer simple:

STOP | position | speed | direction (F or B) |time | [W or S] | [text] | [time]
STOPSAY | text | [time] *
STOPWHISPER | text | [time] *
CHANGE | position | speed
SAY | position | speed | text
WHISPER | position | speed | text

The reference level of the path is the distance from the origin. A particular point is identified  
by this distance. For example,  we may have a point to 52.30 meters from the origin. The 
parameter  "position"  corresponds  to  this  value.  Most  orders  include  this  parameter  to 
indicate where in particular the path it should take into account.

We have seen that the mobile has many speed values (0.5, 1, 2, 4, 8 m / s), the parameter 
"speed" get that value.

See the available commands by different categories with their specific parameters.

Orders Arrest and text display at standstill

In auto mode the only simple stop command STOP is the term that defines a stop at the  
fourth parameter (time). The STOP is a mandatory stop at scheduled time.

The  first  parameter  (position)  indicates  the  location  of  the  trajectory  where  activate  this 
command. The second parameter (speed) indicates how fast the mobile will leave this point. 
The third parameter (direction) indicates the direction of movement when the mobile goes off 
again. The two values of this parameter are F (Forward) and B (Backward).

The parameters 5 to 7 are optional. They are used only if you want to display text in the chat 
room. The fifth parameter  indicates if  a command like "whisper" of short-range (W) or a 
classical control-type "say" to reach 20 meters (S). The sixth parameter (text) indicates the text  
to display.
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The seventh parameter (time) should appear if the text must still be displayed during the 
shutdown. It  should then use this parameter to indicate the time that must elapse before 
displaying the following. It must then use commands STOPSAY or STOPWHISPER to set the  
second text to display. If you need to display another text setting (time) of these orders is  
filled and a new command STOPSAY or STOPWHISPER is used and so on.

It is obviously necessary that the sum of durations between texts is less than the duration of 
the stop defined by the STOP command.

Interim Orders

It may be necessary to change speed during the trajectory, the CHANGE is used. The first 
parameter (position) indicates where the trajectory of this change must be achieved and the 
second parameter (speed) information on speed to implement.

It  may also  be  useful  to  display a text  chatting during movement.  Both commands SAY 
WHISPER may be used. The first two parameters are identical to those of the CHANGE, 
which can also make a shift with these commands. The third parameter (text) specifies which 
text should be displayed.

Example script in simple auto mode

Here is a very simple script with a fully autonomous mobile on a looped track (note that a 
script must have at least 2 orders to be validated by the "syntaxor”) :

CHANGE | 10 | 4
STOP | 30 | 2 | F | 5 | W | hello

The mobile runs indefinitely with a speed change at point 10 m (4 m / s) and stop by 5  
seconds in 30 meters with a display of limited scope (whisper) the text "hello" and reboot the 
speed 2 m / s.

The  positions  are  not  obliged  to  follow in  a  logical  progression.  The  following script  is 
accepted by the syntaxor:

CHANGE | 10 | 4
CHANGE | 30 | 8
CHANGE | 20 | 1

With this script runs the mobile speed of 4 m / s from the point 10 to point 30 m m and 8 m / 
s from the point 30 m in 20 m, then it goes to 1 m / s from the point 20 m point 10 meters.  
And the cycle repeats itself indefinitely. We realize that between points 10 m and 20 m it will 
turn to 4 m / s and 8 m / s.
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Auto with permanent cessation
In this fashion a new order is in addition to previous remaining valid, the command STAY.  
This order corresponds to a stop and asks for an external  command ( "Go" button of the  
menu sequence) to the mobile go back. The syntax of this command:

STAY | position | speed | direction (F or B) | [W or S] | [text] | [time]

As  for  the  STOP  command  the  first  parameter  (position)  indicates  the  location  of  the 
trajectory where activate this command. The second parameter (speed) indicates how fast the 
mobile  will  leave  this  point.  The  third  parameter  (direction)  indicates  the  direction  of 
movement when the mobile goes off again. The two values of this parameter are F (Forward)  
and B (Backward).

Parameters 4 to 6 are optional. They are used only if you want to display text in the chat 
room. The fourth parameter indicates if a command like "whisper" of short-range (W) or a 
classical control-type "say" to reach 20 meters (S). The fifth parameter (text) indicates the text 
to display.

The sixth parameter (time) should appear as if the text must still be displayed during the  
shutdown. It  should then use this parameter to indicate the time that must elapse before 
displaying the following. It must then use commands STOPSAY or STOPWHISPER to set the  
second text to display. If you need to display another text setting (time) of these orders is  
filled and a new command STOPSAY or STOPWHISPER is used and so on.

It is possible to use several times the STAY command to set multiple breakpoints.

Examples of scripts auto-stop Standing

Here is a script of "coaster":

STAY | 0 | 2 | F | W | to start clic on me and choose GO
WHISPER | 11.2 | 1 | take care
WHISPER | 18.6 | 4 | let's go !
WHISPER | 25.7 | 8 | help !
WHISPER | 30.4 | 4 | still alive...
CHANGE | 40 | 2

A command STAY is used to set a breakpoint requiring manual intervention to start again. A 
text  is  displayed  in  the  Chat  to  inform  the  user.  Then  changes  in  speed  are  made  in  
appropriate places of course with a text to users.

Here is another script for an open path of 31 meters with two stops at the ends:

STAY | 0 | 4 | F | W | to start clic on me and choose GO
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WHISPER | 10 | 4 | look at this nice land
STAY | 31 | 8 | B | W | to start clic on me and choose GO
WHISPER | 20 | 4 | have a nice day !

With this script we define a stop at each end of the trajectory with a return, the return will  
obviously reverse.

Now here's a script with lots of text to be issued on a looped path:

STAY | 0 | 2 | F | S | welcome on this line ! | 4
STOPSAY | look at this wonderful land | 4
STOPSAY | to start clic on me and choose GO
CHANGE | 40 | 4
STOP | 80 | 2 | F | 10 | W | look at these trees | 4
STOPWHISPER | look at these cows | 4
STOPWHISPER | look at these houses
CHANGE | 120 | 2

Most  syntax  errors  are  reported  by  the  "syntaxor"  when  reading  the  notecard  and  in 
synchronization with the mobile but it can not detect all !

Auto with stations
In this mode appears two new commands : STATION and GROUP. The syntax STATION :

STATION | position | speed | direction (F or B) |name | [W or S] | [text] | [time]

The station is called a stop (fourth parameter) and unlimited duration. STATION does one 
stop mobile station if this is the purpose of it, otherwise it is simply ignored.

 Orders STATION and STAY can not be used together

As for the STOP command first parameter (position) indicates the location of the trajectory 
where activate this command. The second parameter (speed) indicates how fast the mobile 
will leave this point.  The third parameter (direction) indicates the direction of movement 
when the mobile goes off again. The two values of this parameter are F (Forward) and B 
(Backward).

The parameters 5 to 7 are optional. They are used only if you want to display text in the chat 
room. The fifth parameter  indicates if  a command like "whisper" of short-range (W) or a 
classical control-type "say" to reach 20 meters (S). The sixth parameter (text) indicates the text  
to display.
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The seventh parameter (time) should appear as if the text must still be displayed during the 
shutdown. It  should then use this parameter to indicate the time that must elapse before 
displaying the following. It must then use commands STOPSAY or STOPWHISPER to set the  
second text to display. If you need to display another text setting (time) of these orders is  
filled and a new command STOPSAY or STOPWHISPER is used and so on.

STATION command implies the existence of an external control with information exchange. 
The basic idea is to obtain a trajectory marked by stations with a borne at each station that  
allows the use of mobile. In return, the user can get a message to current occupation of the 
mobile and asked him to wait or when the next arrival.

The syntax of the GROUP command is very simple:

GROUP | number

What does this command ? It can be used multiple paths with stations on the same simulator. 
In this case the exchange between mobile stations and must be differentiated. It is subject to  
the  control  group  that  has  as  its  only  parameter  numbers.  Obviously  stations  must  be 
identified with the same group number.

Examples of scripts with auto STATION

Here is a simple example:

GROUP | 1
STATION | 0 | 2 | F | alpha | W | welcome on alpha
CHANGE | 40 | 4
STATION | 60 | 4 | F | beta | W | welcome on beta
CHANGE | 80 | 2
STATION | 100 | 8 | F | delta | W | welcome on delta

Three stations, alpha, beta and delta, have been defined on a looped track with changes of 
intermediate speed. At the initialization sequencer Allows the mobile site, regardless of it. 
Then it waits for a command script "station".

The script "station" team different stations. Its role is to provide an interface between users 
and the sequencer. The user requests the presence of the mobile by clicking on a milestone. If  
the  mobile  is  busy  occupying  a  message  is  sent  by  the  sequencer.  Otherwise  an 
announcement imminent arrival is given. When the mobile station makes a response to a  
request it made to speed up ignoring the rulings and instructions to speed. The user holds 
the mobile and gave the order to start clicking again on the borne. The mobile then starts 
moving in accordance with all instructions and ignoring the stations, except of course that of 
its  destination.  The name of  the station and its  group affiliation is  indicated in the item 
description that serves merely to call the form:
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Group number, station name

It  is  not  possible  to  combine  commands  STATION  and STAY  in  one  script  commands.  
Indeed this could cause confusion because the STAY command is mandatory for the mobile 
and if it met one by going to a station he would be obliged to stop.

A station may appear twice in a script sequencer (but of course with the same position). 
Consider this looped path:

The normal direction of movement is given by the arrows. When the mobile reach station 1 
and wants to go to station 2 it will do this in the normal sense. But if it wants to go to the 
station 3 will  do it  faster by backing it  up.  The same reasoning is to keep the other two  
stations. Here are the basic structure of the script to Implement:

GROUP | 1
STATION | 0 | 2 | F | Station 1
...
STATION | 20 | 2 | F | Station 2
...
STATION | 40 | 2 | F | Station 3
...
STATION | 0 | 2 | B | Station 1
...
STATION | 40 | 2 | B | Station 3
...
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STATION | 20 | 2 | B | Station 2
...

The stations appear twice to handle both directions. The sequencer must be able to determine 
the correct piece of script to run as appropriate. It is clearly possible to impose a sense of 
movement by providing only one in the script, eg the normal direction:

GROUP | 1
STATION | 0 | 2 | F | Station 1
...
STATION | 20 | 2 | F | Station 2
...
STATION | 40 | 2 | F | Station 3
...

or so for the opposite:

GROUP | 1
STATION | 0 | 2 | B | Station 1
...
STATION | 40 | 2 | B | Station 3
...
STATION | 20 | 2 | B | Station 2
...

In these latter two stations appear naturally only once.

Repeat stations is essential in the case of an open path:
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In the above case the sequencer script must have this structure:

GROUP | 1
STATION | 0 | 2 | F | Station 1
...
STATION | 20 | 2 | F | Station 2
...
STATION | 40 | 2 | B | Station 3
...
STATION | 20 | 2 | B | Station 2
...

Syntactic constraints in auto mode with STATION

In this mode you have a number of constraints linked to syntactic operation Shuttle:
 The first command (except GROUP) must be a command STATION,
 A station can only appear 2 times and with different meanings
 Positions must be progressive for the same sense of movement,
 The normal direction is displayed first,
 No mixing of flow direction should occur.

Let's see some examples:

GROUP | 1
CHANGE | 0 | 4 Error! The first command is not STATION!
STATION | 10 | 2 | F | Station 1
CHANGE | 20 | 4
STATION | 30 | 2 | F | Station 2
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GROUP | 1
CHANGE | 0 | 4 Error! The station "Station 1" appears 2 times with F!
STATION | 10 | 2 | F | Station 1
CHANGE | 20 | 4
STATION | 10 | 2 | F | Station 1

GROUP | 1
STATION | 10 | 2 | F | Station 1
CHANGE | 30 | 4  Error! Not progressive positions!
STATION | 20 | 2 | F | Station 2

GROUP | 1
STATION | 0 | 2 | F | Station 1
CHANGE | 10 | 4
STATION | 20 | 2 | F | Station 2
CHANGE | 30 | 4
STATION | 40 | 2 | B | Station 3
CHANGE | 30 | 4 Error! Mixture of F and B!
STATION | 0 | 2 | F | Station 2

GROUP | 1
STATION | 0 | 2 | B | Station 1 Error! B appears first!
CHANGE | 50 | 4
STATION | 20 | 2 | F | Station 2

GROUP | 1
STATION | 50 | 2 | F | Station 1
CHANGE | 10 | 4
STATION | 20 | 2 | F | Station 2
CHANGE | 30 | 4 Script correct!
STATION | 40 | 2 | B | Station 3
CHANGE | 30 | 4
STATION | 0 | 2 | B | Station 2
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